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SOFTWARE SOLUTION  
FOR DRUM TEACHERS

CREATE GREAT MUSICIANS,
NOT JUST EXAM PASSES!

Teachers can save time and effort while continuing to 
improve the quality of their drum lessons by using our 
very own lesson manager software. Developed to fully 
compliment the Backbone Drums teaching syllabus, run 
your entire teaching practice and keep track of all of your 
students progress with one easy to use programme. 

Motivate and encourage students by recording all progress 
and achievements within their very own profile page. Use 
each students individual drummer score and progress chart 
to help them develop in all areas of their playing.

Create a profile for every student and record progress, notes 
and contact information all in one place. Get students to log 
in to their profile at home to view practice notes and share 
achievements with family and friends.

Create, print and save bespoke lesson and practice plans.  
See at a glance what each student is working on and 
where they are within the syllabus, then make simple notes 
throughout each lesson to record topics covered and plan 
ideas for their next lesson. 

ON-LINE LESSON MANAGEMENT 

ON-LINE LESSON MANAGEMENT 
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Backbone Drums

Introduction
Welcome to the first Backbone drums book. This is the Foundation Level book and covers all of the basic 
elements of playing drums. At the end of this book, you’ll know what your role as a drummer is within a 
band, be able to play a variety of simple beats and fills, create your own ideas and understand how the 
drum kit works as a musical instrument.  As the series of books progress, you will learn new styles, 
techniques and concepts aimed at developing your drumming and expanding your knowledge.

Drums are the backbone of any band and the drummer has a vital part to play in making a successful 
band. This series of books is designed to be the backbone of a drummer’s knowledge by looking into a 
huge number of concepts, techniques and styles. Not every element is covered in complete depth, but 
each gives an understanding and awareness of what is important for any drummer to know. 

This is your ‘Backbone’ of knowledge 
From here, you can choose to specialise or work in more depth on the things that you find most relevant 
and interesting. With many years of professional drumming experience which includes gigging, touring, 
recording and teaching, these books have been written and arranged in a practical order. The aim is to 
give the most realistic lesson structure to a student wanting to apply their drumming in the real world.  
This is not just about passing exams. Teachers using this material will not only be using these books and 
backing tracks, but will also have access to online progress records and extra material to make your 
learning even more organised and successful. Good luck, take your time and have fun. 
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Backing track list
Backing tracks - Suitable for exercises from chapters one - five
01 60bpm Pop ballad
02 65bpm Rock ballad
03 70bpm Piano ballad
04 75bpm Pop rock
05 80bpm Dream pop
06 85bpm Nineties rock
07 90bpm Classic rock
08 95bpm Grunge rock
09 100bpm Light pop
10 105bpm Glam rock
11 110bpm Bubblegum pop
12 115bpm Eighties rock
13 120bpm Funky pop

Chart tracks - To accompany the charts from chapter six
14 Chart 2 with drums
15 Chart 2 with click
16 Chart 3 with drums
17 Chart 3 with click
18 Chart 4 with drums
19 Chart 4 with click

Click tracks – Suitable for exercises from any chapter (loop each track)
20 Click @ 60bpm
21 Click @ 65bpm
22 Click @ 70bpm
23 Click @ 75bpm
24 Click @ 80bpm
25 Click @ 85bpm
26 Click @ 90bpm
27 Click @ 95bpm
28 Click @ 100bpm
29 Click @ 105bpm
30 Click @ 110bpm
31 Click @ 115bpm
32 Click @ 120bpm

BPM – Beats Per Minute
Speed in music is called ‘Tempo’ and is measured in ‘beats per minute’. All backing tracks contain a click 
which marks this time and occur on every quarter note.

Throughout this book you will often see ‘bpm’ written to either give you an idea of how fast you are playing 
or to give you goals to work towards.
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Backing track guide

The first part of the audio CD contains backing tracks for you to play exercises from this book along with. 
There are several ways to use the backing tracks provided, some of which will make more sense the 
further you get through the book.

Groove playing
Initially looping one exercise along with a track will help to develop your timing and will be a great way to 
gauge your progress. 

Four bar phrasing
Each section of music in all of the backing tracks is written in groups of four bars, so you are able to loop 
four bar phrases all the way through a track and feel where the sections change without getting out of sync 
with the song.

Song structures
All of the backing tracks have the same structure.

A – Four bars – Intro/bridge (or extended chorus)
B – Four bars – Verse (part 1)
B – Four bars – Verse (part 2)
C – Four bars – Chorus

This arrangement is repeated four times.

Listen to the backing tracks to hear how the music changes from section to section, and then see how you 
can play each song more musically by playing a different groove for each section and varying your fills to 
help move between them.

Chart writing
This is your chance to be really creative by writing drum parts and will be a great exercise to prepare you 
for playing with a real band. If, by the end of this book, you are totally happy with reading music, you could 
have a go at writing your own ideas in the form of a chart! Remember the arrangement (ABBC) is repeated 
four times and each time through doesn’t have to be the same. Only attempt this if you are completely 
happy with everything in this book and you are working with a drum teacher, as this will be difficult to 
complete on your own with no guidance!

Reading and rudiment practice
Although the click tracks (20 – 32) are ideal for practicing reading exercises or rudiments, it is a good idea 
to play your rudiments along with the musical backing tracks as well. Playing a paradiddle or double stroke 
roll, along with a rock track at 90bpm will be more interesting than playing to just a click at 90bpm and will 
help you to develop a more musical feel.  
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Left-handed drummers
Any exercise in this book that requires either a left or right hand to play a specific note has been 
written from a right-handed player’s point of view. Left-handed players should reverse any instructions that 
state left and right. 

Hi-hats or ride
Most of the grooves in this book are written with the cymbal part played on the hi-hats. A lot of these 
grooves will work just as well if played on the ride, so feel free to experiment. 

Signing off and moving on
At the bottom of most pages within this book and the rest of the series, you will see a section titled ‘Signing 
off and moving on’. These have targets that you should aim to achieve before moving on. They are broken 
down into Bronze, Silver and Gold; with Bronze being the minimum requirement, Silver being acceptable 
and Gold being a good standard at which to progress. Faster is not always better though, so make sure 
you sign off each target. Although it’s preferable to sign off at Gold standard before moving on, it’s not 
essential, and if you are struggling with any section, you should just make a note of what level you have 
achieved and move on. You can always go back to review weaker sections at a later date.

Teachers subscribing to the online lesson manager application will be able to record Gold, Silver and 
Bronze awards for each student using the progress records. These will show at a glance which areas  
need more attention and practice.

Crash Hi-hats Ride Stepped
 hi-hats

 1st
tom

 2nd
 tom

Snare
drum

 Floor
 tom

 Bass
drum  


    

Book guide

When giving note values their names, we have used a more modern system using fractions as names 
instead of giving them their more classical names. Although you don’t need to know the classical names  
to work through this book, they are still used in certain situations so it’s a good idea to learn them.

•  Whole note – Semi-breve
•  Half note – Minim
•  Quarter note – Crotchet 
•  Eighth note – Quaver
•  Sixteenth note – Semi Quaver

Note positions
The position of each drum and cymbal within the stave can vary in different publications as there has 
never been a universal standard. The positions used in this book have been the most common for most 
drummers and authors for some time now. 
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In the beginning

By the end of this chapter, you should be able to achieve the following:

•  Name all the parts of the drum kit
•  Explain the role of a drummer in a band
•  Name all the drum and cymbal positions on a stave
•  Explain what a repeat sign and a repeat last bar sign means
•  Explain what a groove is
•  Explain what a fill is
•  Play quarter note grooves
•  Play quarter note fills
•  Play four bar phrases
•  Play along with backing tracks
•  Create your own fills and play in four bar phrases

Use this page as an end-of-chapter test. When you have completed Chapter One, 
come back to this page and see if you can complete the list above. 

Checklist
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A drum kit is made up of drums and cymbals. The picture above is of a standard five-piece drum kit. 
Five-piece refers to the number of drums only and does not include cymbals or stands. In a standard 
five-piece drum kit there is a bass drum (sometimes refered to as a ‘kick drum’), a snare drum and three 
tom toms (normally just called ‘toms’) known as either 1st, 2nd and floor toms or high, mid and low toms.

The cymbals shown here include a pair of hi-hats, a ride cymbal and two crash cymbals. The other bits 
(not labelled) that make up the drum kit are the hi-hat stand, snare stand and two cymbal stands. There 
will also be a drum stool to sit on. 

•   Please note that the hi-hat pedal is not used at this level, but will be introduced in the level one book.

Drum kit recognition

Crash cymbal Crash cymbal

1st tom 2nd tom

Floor tom

Snare drum

Bass drum

Bass drum pedalHi-hat pedal

Hi-hats

Ride cymbal

Signing off and moving on
Name all drums and cymbals on your own drum kit correctly
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          Neutral or percussion 'clef' 
Shows the music written is for drums or percussion

                  Stave
Music is written on to a �ve line 'stave'


                        Single bar line 
                     Divides exercises and songs into 'bars'

               Final bar line
signi�es the end of an exercise or song





Crash Hi-hats Ride Stepped
 hi-hats  


Drum kit basic notation

To play and understand the exercises in this book, you will need to understand from the beginning a bit 
about how music is written and presented. This will not only help your learning, but is also an introduction 
to the knowledge required to be a great musician.

A drum kit is made up of two instruments, drums and cymbals. When drum kit music is written, it is quite 
often written as two parts. This is shown in the example below where the cymbal pattern is written above 
the drum pattern.

Here are the most basic elements of reading music but you will learn more as you progress. Where a note 
is situated on the stave tells us which drum or cymbal to play. As a rough guide, ‘the higher up the stave, 
the higher up the drum kit.’ This is only a general rule and will depend slightly on how you set up your 
drums.

A cross written on the stave lets you know that you need to hit something metal (i.e. cymbals).

A dot on the stave lets you know to play a drum.

Signing off and moving on
Correctly identify where each drum and cymbal sits on a stave
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What you have just played is a basic ‘groove’ (also known as a ‘beat’ or ‘rhythm’). A drummer’s primary job 
is to keep time for a band and this is usually done by playing a groove over and over again. The most 
common grooves in modern music are based on an alternating bass drum and snare drum. When you are 
comfortable with this first groove, start to loop (repeat) it and play it along with a backing track.

Different sections of a song may have different types of grooves, so to help flow from one section to 
another, drummers also play fills. Below is a basic fill using the snare drum, first tom, second tom and floor 
toms. Play each beat with your lead hand. 

Alternate playing the groove and then the fill at the same speed without speeding up or slowing down.



1



 Hi
hats

Bass

2

Snare

3

Bass

4

Snare


  

 


1

Snare

2

1st tom

3

2nd tom

4

Floor tom

   

60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120
GoldSilverBronze

Signing off and moving on
Play the quarter note groove along with suitable backing tracks

Targets are in BPM

Quarter note groove

Music on any instrument is broken up into bars, just as speech is broken up into words. Below is one bar 
of drum music where you will play the hi-hats, bass drum and snare drum. Your lead (stronger) hand plays 
the hi-hats four times, while your lead (stronger) foot and opposite hand alternate playing the bass drum 
and snare drum. The first and third hi-hats are played in time with the bass drum, while the second and 
fourth hi-hats are played in time with the snare.

Quarter note fill
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Crash cymbal: Play a crash cymbal instead of a hi-hat at the start of each four bar phrase.

Start repeat/end repeat: When you see these bar lines, you are required to play everything between 
them for a second time. When you get to the ‘end repeat’ sign, go back to the ‘start repeat’ sign and play 
through again. If there is an ‘end repeat’ sign, but no ‘start repeat’ sign, you go back to the start of  
the piece. 

When you are comfortable with this exercise play every other four bar phrase on the ride cymbal instead of 
the hi-hats.



1


 Crash
cymbal

Start repeat

2 3 4 2 2 3 4



  

  
  

 

60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120
GoldSilverBronze

Quarter note four bar phrase

Fills are played far less often than grooves and you may play long sections with no fills at all. Because of 
this you need to know that when you do play a fill, it is in the correct place.
 
Most modern music is written in sections, which are quite often in groups of four bars, so practicing playing 
fills in every fourth bar, will get you used to how that feels and make it easier to incorporate fills into your 
playing. This is known as a four bar phrase (three bars of groove and one bar of fill) and is written out 
below. Note that the first bar of groove now starts with a crash instead of a hi-hat. This works well when 
coming out of the fill and going back into the groove when repeating.

The count above the stave may seem a little strange to begin with, but this is the best way to count when 
playing multiple bars as the first number of each bar tells you which bar you are in. It’s worth practicing to 
get this right!

Signing off and moving on
Play the above four bar phrase along with suitable backing tracks

Targets are in BPM



3 2 3 4 4 2 3 4

End repeat 
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1 
1

Snare

2

1st tom

3

Snare

4

Floor tom

   

60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120
GoldSilverBronze

Signing off and moving on
Play all fills in four bar phrases along with backing tracks

Targets are in BPM

More fill ideas

Now that you have mastered playing the quarter note groove and fill in four bar phrases, here are some fill 
variations to make things a bit more interesting. Start slowly and play four bar phrases with a backing track 
when you feel comfortable.

2 
1

Snare

2

Snare Floor tom

3

Floor tom

4
   

3 
1

1st &
floor

2

1st &
floor

3

2nd &
 floor

4

2nd &
 floor

   

4 
1

Bass Snare &
  floor

2 3

Bass Snare &
   floor

4
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1 

60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120
GoldSilverBronze

Signing off and moving on
Play all fills in four bar phrases along with backing tracks

Targets are in BPM

Create your own fills using quarter notes

Now it’s your turn! Use the blank manuscript below to make your own fills. Be as creative as you want, but 
make sure you keep your fills in time. Write the notes on the correct lines, but if possible don’t write the 
drum names as this will help you learn where each drum and cymbal sits on the stave.

2 

3 

4 


